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We talk about… 

MAIZE  

 
When you talk about maize, you surely talk about a vegetable (eg. In its fresh, boiled or 
roasted version). But if you talk about the maize you use in order to make some popcorn, 
then you can also refer to it as grain. Maize, is a vegetable rich in antioxidants and fiber. It 
contains vitamin C, magnesium, iron and phosphorus - elements which, however, are losing 
their strength during cooking. Experts recommend not to eat it raw. Why; Because the 
cellulose found in its seeds cannot be easily disintegrate which can lead to indigestion, but 
also to some allergies. 
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How can you choose the right one? 
To properly chose a maize, you 
should be careful on the following 
things: On its leaves, which should 
be green, on its seeds, which should 
not have any gaps between them 
but they should be forming tight 
arrays, and finally, in its fibers, 
which should be... absent. 
 
Conservation tips: 
A fresh maize cannot be preserved 
for long. What does this mean; That 
it should be consumed immediately. 
However, it can be preserved in the 
refrigerator (with its peel) or even in 
the freezer after it has been 
cleaned, peeled off, washed, boiled 
in hot water for about 5 minutes 
and then immersed in chilled water. 
Next step; Dry them with a towel, 
wrap them one by one with a 
transparent film and store them in 
the freezer for about 5 months. 
 
 

How can you use it? 
Maize can be consumed boiled, 
roasted or steamed. You can have it 
plain or you can accompany with it 
your main course. In addition, it can... 
be transformed into flour (in its 
original form) or it can be used in 
order to produce paper through a 
specific treatment of its reed. 
 

No gaps between its seeds. 

Green leaves. 

Strong reed and no fibers at 
the inside. 
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